Alumna Bridget Stomberg recognized with UF honor

The Outstanding Young Alumni Award, established by UF’s Alumni Association, recognizes alumni ages 35 or younger who have distinguished themselves in their profession and community.

Bridget (BSAc ‘00, MAcc ’02) is an Assistant Professor in the J.M. Tull School of Accounting in the Terry College of Business at the University of Georgia. In 2009, she was one of the first 30 recipients of an Accounting Doctoral Scholarship, awarded by the AICPA Foundation, to encourage experienced professionals to pursue a career in academia. Bridget earned her Ph.D. in Accounting from the University of Texas in 2013.

Prior to her appointment at Georgia, Bridget was a Tax Manager for PwC’s Phoenix office, and also worked as Director of Tax for PF Chang’s China Bistro and Insight Enterprises, both Fortune 1000 companies.

During her time at Fisher, Bridget was recognized as an Outstanding Teaching Assistant, selected as the recipient of a Fisher Full Fellowship and was voted Most Outstanding Graduate Student by the Fisher School faculty.